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7.1 General
7.1.1 General
This chapter covers the use of PID control, most often used in complex control design.
PID control can be summarized in a simple description. The PV (Process Value) is measured through a sensing
or measuring device and calculates the difference between the PV and SV (Set Value) also known as the
Setpoint. The PID algorithm then calculates the Output or MV (Manipulated Value) necessary to bring the PV to
the SV.
There are three control variables used in a PID loop (Proportion, Integration, Derivative). Most PID loops do not
require all three terms be used in the control loop. In PID control, the PID algorithm makes changes to the
Output (MV) which makes changes to the process that moves the PV to the SP.
The figure 7.1 is an example of a heating system with the PID loop Output (MV) controlling the gas valve to the
furnace.

Figure 7.1 PID Temperature control system with PLC PID Function
The PLC PID function becomes control device for this system. The Flow Out temperature of heating system
becomes target for control. A temperature sensor (PV) and the valve (MV) are the external components used by
the PID loop to maintain a constant temperature flowing from the furnace. It the Temp Sensor detects a value
lower than the SP, the PID loop changes the MV to control the gas valve to provide more gas to the furnace. As
the temperature of the air flowing from the furnace nears the SP, the PID loop begins to reduce the volume of
gas to the furnace with the MV. This process is repeated based on the PID parameters set in the PLC to
maintain a constant air temperature flowing from the furnace.
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7.1.2 Features
The built-in PID Function of XGB (except XBC-E) Series provides the following functionality.
1. PID control is built into the PLC and controlled by ladder functions.
2. Any combination of PID loop control parameters can be configured. P, PI, or PID.
3. Floating point data is available for more precise control.
4. PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) output is available.
a. The MV (Output) can be converted to digital Pulse Width Modulated output for
controlling a device like a contactor or solid state relay with a variable duty cycle.
5. The PID loop can be controlled through ladder with PID function instructions. Special variables
are reserved for control and tuning in the PLC program. Monitoring and tuning can be
conveniently performed graphically through software.
6. PID loops can be controlled in a forward or reverse control mode. Mixed forward/reverse control
is also available.
7. Cascaded PID loop control is available.
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7.2 PID Control
7.2.1 Basic theory of PID control
Below is the basic description of the PIC control algorithm and how to use it.
1. Terms
Terms used in this user manual are as follows.
a. PV: Value of the process being controlled. This is typically provided by a sensor
providing an analog value to the PID Control loop. (Process Value)
b. SV: Set Value (SP or Setpoint) is the value the PV should be equal to when the PID
loop is operating properly. In a well-tuned PID loop, the PV should remain at or very
close to the SP.
c.

E: Error is the difference between the SV and PV. It can be expressed as (SV-PV).

d. Kp: Proportional gain. (parameter)
e. Ti: Integral time. (parameter)
f.

Td: Derivative time. Sometimes called derivative time. (parameter)

g. MV: Output value to the device being controlled. This value is calculated by the
algorithm using the P, I, and D terms within the equation.
h. Ts: Sampling time. The frequency of the PID algorithm execution.
PID operation expression
Basic PID operation expressions are as follows

E = SV − PV (7.2.1)

MVP = K P E
MVi =

KP
Ti

(7.2.2)

∫ Edt

MVd = K PTd

(7.2.3)

dE
dt

(7.2.4)

MV = MVP + MVi + MVd (7.2.5)
PID control operation expressions of XGB series are more complicated than expression (7.2.1) through (7.2.5)
mathematically but those are based on the above expressions. The following describes the characteristics of
control process with an example that controls the output temperature of heating system in figure 7.2. If the
heating system in figure 7.2 is expressed as second order system with transfer function like expression (7.2.6)
in frequency domain, it is expressed as derivative equation like expression (7.2.6) in the time domain.

32
Transfer function
(2 s + 1)(3s + 5))
=

(7.2.6)

6 d 2 y (t ) 13 dy (t )
+
+ 5 y (t ) = x(t )
32 dt 2
32 dt

That is, x(t) is Manipulated value and y(t) is Process value.
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In this example system, we assume that the PID parameter is specified as shown below to describe the PID
control operation.
Items

Value

Items

Value

0℃

Proportional Gain (K P )

5

Target temperature (SV)

50℃

Integral time (T i )

3s

Cycle of operation

0.01s

Derivative time (T d )

0.19s

Output temperature of
heating system (PV)

<Table 7.2 example of control of heating system>
In this example system, if we assume that the SV (target value) for the output temperature is 50℃ and PV
(current value) of output temperature is 0℃, SV and PV will become 50 and 0 respectively. In this case, PID
loop will act as follows.
2. Proportional control (P control). In the proportional control, the controller calculates an output
that is proportional to error. MV (manipulated value) of controller by Proportional control is as
follows.

(7.2.8)

MVP = E × K P

When the P control loop starts, the initial output of controller will be calculated as follows.

MV0 = 50 × 4 = 200
a. If P control loop is executed for 10 seconds, output temperature will be as table 7.2.

Time

Target temp.

Proportional
Gain

Output temp.

Error

0

50

5

0

50

1

50

5

44.98

5.02

2

50

5

53.08

-3.08

3

50

5

50.15

-0.15

4

50

5

48.42

1.58

5

50

5

48.28

1.72

6

50

5

48.44

1.56

7

50

5

48.49

1.51

8

50

5

48.49

1.51

9

50

5

48.49

1.51

< Table 7.2 example of Proportional control >
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< Figure 7.2 Simulation of a proportional P control loop shown above >

b. The result of the simulation has the maximum overshoot of about 23.4℃ at 0.62s and
after 7s, it stabilizes at 48.49℃ with offset of 1.51℃ (about 3%).
c.

Offset is unavoidable when only P control is executed in most processes. Offset
decreases proportionally to P but overshoot increases proportional to P. Table 7.3 and
Figure 7.3 is simulation of offset and overshoot relative to P.
Time

Target
temperature

Kp = 5

Kp = 2.5

Kp = 1

0

50

0

0

0

1

50

45.02

63.46

46.67

2

50

53.11

42.52

46.77

3

50

50.15

47.93

41.38

4

50

50.22

47.25

41.60

5

50

48.27

46.96

43.30

6

50

48.35

46.92

43.25

7

50

48.44

46.90

43.21

8

50

48.53

46.90

43.18

9

50

48.53

46.90

43.18

<Table 7.3 Temperature - Time table relative to P control>
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< Figure 7.3 Temperature- P control >
d. In table 7.3, as P decreases, offset increases but overshoot decreases.
e. Typically, offset can’t be eliminated with only P control. To eliminate the offset, P control
and I (integration) are used together.
3. Proportional Integral Control (PI Control). With I included, the output is proportional to the
accumulated error over time. And the expression is as follows.

MVi =

KP
Ti

∫ Edt

(7.2.9)

a. In the expression 7.2.9, Ti means the time taken for MVi, output by I control, to be
added into real output.
b. In most applications, I control is used with P control. So the expression of PI control is
as follows in 7.2.10.

MV = MVP + MVi = E × K P +
c.

KP
Ti

∫ Edt

(7.2.10)

In the above heating equation system, the simulation results are shown below
in table 7.4 when proportional gain is 2.5 and integral time is 1.5s.

Time

Target
temp.

Proportional
Gain

Integral
time

P Control

PI Control

0

50

2.5

1.5

0

0

1

50

2.5

1.5

63.46

74.41

2

50

2.5

1.5

42.52

40.63

3

50

2.5

1.5

47.93

52.99

4

50

2.5

1.5

47.05

49.67

< Table 7.4 Temperature- PI control. (continued on page 7-7) >
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Time

Target
temp.

Proportional
Gain

Integral
time

P Control

PI Control

5

50

2.5

1.5

46.96

49.70

6

50

2.5

1.5

47.12

50.38

7

50

2.5

1.5

47.03

49.76

8

50

2.5

1.5

47.07

50.14

9

50

2.5

1.5

47.06

49.94

10

50

2.5

1.5

47.06

50.02

11

50

2.5

1.5

47.06

49.99

12

50

2.5

1.5

47.06

50.00

13

50

2.5

1.5

47.06

50.00

14

50

2.5

1.5

47.06

50.00

15

50

2.5

1.5

47.06

50.00

< Table 7.4 Temperature- PI control. (continued from page 7-6) >
d. In table 7.4 and Figure 7.4, if P and I control is used together, offset is decreased and
temp. stabilizes at 50℃ target temp. after 12s
e. But in this case, convergence time is longer than that of P control and overshoot is
larger. Generally, as integral time increases, overshoot decreases. Refer to the Figure
7.5.

< Figure 7.4 P and I control graph >
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< Figure 7.5 overshoot relative to integral time >
f.

If I control is used, overshoot is greater. Depending on the process, large overshoot can
be a problem. In this situation, PID control is used.

4. Proportional Integral Derivative control (PID control). In D control, when the PV changes rapidly,
D control adjusts the output to reduce the error. In other words, D control adjusts the output
proportional to keep the PID control loop stabile.
When D control is used, response speed of controller increases, and overshoot decreases.
When D is used, controller output is as shown in expression 7.2.11.

MVd = K PTd

dE
dt

(7.2.11)

a. In the equation 7.2.11, Td represents the time required for MVd output by I control, to
change the output in response to the rapid process change.
b. Typically, D control with PI control. So PID control is expressed as equation 7.2.12.

MV = MVP + MVi + MVd = E × K P +

c.
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Ti

∫ Edt + K

p Td

dE
dt

(7.2.12)

The Table 7.6 and Figure 7.7 on page 7-9 is simulated when PID control is applied to
above heating system example.
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Time

Target
temp.

Proportional
Gain

Integral
time

Derivative
time

PI
Control

PID
Control

0

50

2.5

1.5

0.3

0

0

1

50

2.5

1.5

0.3

74.41

55.50

2

50

2.5

1.5

0.3

40.63

56.33

3

50

2.5

1.5

0.3

52.99

52.50

4

50

2.5

1.5

0.3

49.67

50.92

5

50

2.5

1.5

0.3

49.70

50.34

6

50

2.5

1.5

0.3

50.38

50.12

7

50

2.5

1.5

0.3

49.76

50.05

8

50

2.5

1.5

0.3

50.14

50.02

9

50

2.5

1.5

0.3

49.94

50.01

10

50

2.5

1.5

0.3

50.02

50.00

11

50

2.5

1.5

0.3

49.99

50.00

12

50

2.5

1.5

0.3

50.00

50.00

13

50

2.5

1.5

0.3

50.00

50.00

< Table 7.6 comparison of PI control and PID control >

< Figure 7.7 comparison of PI control and PID control >
d. In table 7.6, when PID control is used, the maximum overshoot decreases from 16.5℃
to 8.5℃. P gain, integral time, and derivative time of the PID control vary depending on
the process.
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7.2.2 Functional specifications of PID control
1. Functional Specifications
The performance specifications of the built-in PID control function in XGB series are
summarized in the below table 7.8.

Item

Specifications

No. of loops
Range of
Setting for
the PID
Terms

16 Loop

Proportional gain (P)

Real number (0 ~ 3.40282347e+38)

Integral time (I)

Real number (0 ~ 3.40282347e+38), unit: second

Differential time (D)

Real number (0 ~ 3.40282347e+38), unit: second

Range of Setpoint (SP)

INT (-32,768 ~ 32,767)

Range of Process Value (PV)

INT (-32,768 ~ 32,767)

Range of Output Variable

INT (-32,768 ~ 32,767)

Range of Manual Output Variable

INT (-32,768 ~ 32,767)
Operation: PID RUN Flag On (per loop)
Stop: PID RUN Flag Off (per loop)

RUN/STOP

Normal: PID Error Flag Off (per loop)
Error: PID Error Flag On,
Error code occurrence (per loop)
Normal: PID Warning Flag Off (per loop)
Error: PID Warning Flag On,
Warning code occurrence (per loop)
Control of P, PI, PD and PID
Forward, Reverse, or Mixed Control Direction

Error

Indication

Warning
Control Modes
Sampling Frequency

10.0ms ~ 6,553.6ms (0.1msUnit)

PWM Output
Mixed
Forward/Reverse
Output
Limit Change of PV
Limit Change of
Output Variable
Additional
functions

Supported
Supported
INT (-32,768 ~ 32,767)
INT (-32,768 ~ 32,767)

Setpoint Ramp Range

0 ~ 65,536 (frequency of control cycle time)

PV Tracking
PV Min/Max
Min/Max Value
Differential Filter
Dead Band Setting

0 ~ 65,536 (frequency of control cycle time)
Supported
-32,768 ~ 32,767
0.01 ~ 655.35 (x 100 Scaled Up)
0 ~ 65,535

Anti-Integral Windup

Supported

PID Control Pause

Supported

< Table 7.8 built-in PID control specifications >
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7.2.3 PID control parameter setting
To use the built-in PID control function of XGB series, it is necessary to set PID control parameters with XG5000
software and operate it though the commands (functions) in the PLC program. The PID Settings window is
shown below in Figure 7.9.
1. PID parameter settings

< Figure 7.9 Parameters Setting window >
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a. Shown below in figure 7.10 are the parameters available for setting up the PID control
loops with XG5000 software.

< Figure 7.10 Built-in PID function parameters setting window >
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b. Input items.
The parameters in the built-in PID function parameter window and the available modes
and ranges are summarized in below table 7.11.
Items
Operational Mode
Operational Direction
Secondary
Anti-Windup
Enable PWM Output

Description
Set the control mode of PID control.

Auto/Manual Mode

Set the operation direction of PID control.

Forward/Reverse

Set whether to allow Secondary Anti-Windup.

Disable/Enable

Enable Pulse Width Modulation Output.

Disable/Enable

Scan Period

Set the operation cycle time of PID control cycle.

Set Value SV

Set the process SV.

Proportional Gain

Option/Range

100 ~ 65535
-32,768 ~ 32,767

Set proportional gain.

Real number

Set integral time.

Real number

Derivative time

Set derivative time.

Real number

Delta PV Limit

Set the change limit of the PV.

-32,768 ~ 32,767

Delta MV Limit

Set the output limit.

-32,768 ~ 32,767

Max. MV

Set the max. control output value.

-32,768 ~ 32,767

Min. MV

Set the min. control output value.

-32,768 ~ 32,767

Set the Manual Mode control output value.

-32,768 ~ 32,767

Set the deadband between the SV and PV.

0 ~ 65,535

Set the filter coefficient of derivative operation.

0 ~ 65,535

Integral Time

Manual MV
DeadBand Setting
Value
Set Filtering
Coefficient
PWM Output
PWM Output Period

Designates the PLC Output Address when using
PWM control.

P20 ~ P3F
(%QX0.0.0~%QX0.0.31)

Set the output cycle of PWM output frequency.

100 ~ 65,535
10ms – 6553.5ms

Set SV Ramp

Set the frequency of SV ramp.

0 ~ 65,535

Ser PV Tracking

Set the PV Tracking frequency.

0 ~ 65,535

Min. PV

Set the min. value of the PV.

-32,768 ~ 32,767

Max. PV

Set the max. value of PV.

-32,768 ~ 32,767

< Table 7.11 PID function parameter setting items >
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2. Description of Setting of PID Parameters
a. Operation Mode
3. The Operation Mode sets whether the PID loop will run in Auto Mode using the PID algorithm or
Manual Mode using a constant MV value. The default mode is Auto.
b. Operation Direction
The Operation Direction for PID control determines how the PID loop will control the MV in order
to keep the PV converged with the SV. Forward or Reverse direction may be selected. Forward
direction increases the PV when the MV increases; Reverse direction decreases the PV when
MV increases. For instance, a heater is a Forward control loop as the PV (temperature)
increases when the output MV (heating) increases. A refrigerator is a Reverse direction control
loop as the PV (temperature) decreases when output MV increases.
c.

Secondary Anti-Windup

Enables or disables the anti-integral windup (reset windup) functionality. To understand integral
windup prevention function, it is necessary to explain integral windup.. Every output device has
a limit. For example, a motor is limited to the speed, torque, and etc. If the MV output from a
control is beyond the output limit of a drive, the output MV remains saturated, effecting the
process and possibly damaging the motor. PID control output components accumulate errors
over time. It may take more time to return to normal once the actuator is saturated in a system
when the response is slow. It is called integral windup (integral accumulation) as illustrated in
Fig. 7.12. If the initial error is very large, the error is accumulated by integral control. If a drive is
saturated at its upper limit while the control signal increases, integral windup occurs. As a result,
the PV may have a large over-shoot as seen in figure 7.12. Integral windup may occur if the
initial drift is large due to a large disturbance or to a malfunctioning output device.
The PID function of XGB has the option to limit the integral windup. In addition, it can detect
when the SV is suddenly decreased to prevent integral windup.
Drive saturation
Upper limit of drive output

PV

Targe t
value
MV
Integral accumulation phenomenon
Time

< Figure 7.12 >
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d. PWM Output Enabled
PWM Output controls the duty cycle of a discrete Output in the PLC. This duty cycle is
proportional to the MV variable. If PWM Output is enabled, the discrete Output is cycled
at an ON/OFF ratio at a user defined frequency from 10ms to 6553.5 ms.
Example: PWM output cycle: 1 second (1000ms set in the PWM Output Period), PWM
discrete output. : P20, Max. output: 10000, Min. output: 0 Figure 7.13
If the MV output is 5000, Output P40 will be ON for .5 sec. and OFF for .5 sec.
If the MV output is 3000, Output P40 will be ON for .3 sec. and OFF for .7 sec.
Time

Output

P40 discrete output operation

0 sec

5000

0.5 sec On, 0.5 sec Off

1 sec

3000

0.3 sec On, 0.7 sec Off

MV = 5000
0.5sec

0.5sec

MV = 3000
0.3sec

0.7sec

P20 output
(%QX0.0.0
output)

Time
Output cycle = 1sec

Output cycle = 1sec

< Figure 7.13 >
e. Set Value (SV) or Setpoint
The SV variable set the target value of the PID control loop. The XGB PID control uses
the actual analog values opposed to the scaled values from the analog range. If a 0 to
10 volt temperature transducer is scaled from 0°C to 100°C, the analog count value is
used as the AV for the PID loop. The XGB analog modules are scaled at 0 to 4000 for a
resolution of 2.5mv. per count. For a SV of 50°C, a SV of 2000 would be used. Scaling
instruction are available in the PLC to convert the analog counts to ranged values.
f.

Scan Period
Scan Period set the frequency the PID control loop executes. The range is .1ms to
6553.5 ms in integer units. For example, to set the execution frequency of the PID loop
to 100ms., a Scan Period value would be set to 1000.
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g. Proportional Gain
Proportional Gain is the number the SV/PV error is multiplied by to provide an output
value to the MV. Proportional Gain is expressed in real number format.
h. Integral Time
Integral Time (Ti) sets the reset interval for the summing of SV/PV errors in the PID
loop. Integral Time is expressed in real numbers with units of a second.
i.

Derivative Time
Derivative Time (Td) is the time period the PID controller is predicting the rate of change
in a PID loop. The Derivative action prevent the MV from changing faster than a rate to
control the loop. Derivative time is expressed in real numbers with units of a second.
This term of the PID control is rarely used.

j.

Delta PV Limit
The Delta PV Limit sets the amount of change in PV that can be delivered to the PID
equation per Scan Period. The sensing device providing the PV could fail or electrical
noise could create a very large error in the PID equation. The maximum amount of
change per Scan Period can be set to prevent an inaccurate disturbance in the process
via the PV. Setting the limit too low may not allow the actual error to be represented in
the equation and slow the response of the loop, up to destabilizing the process. The
Delta PV Limit range is -32767 to 32767. If this variable is set to 0, the function is
disabled.

k.

Delta MV Limit
The Delta MV Limit sets the amount of change in the Output MV per Scan Period. The
MV can be limited to no more change of MV than the previous Scan Period. Setting this
value too low may result in a longer time for the PV to reach the SV. The Delta MV Limit
range is -32,768 to 32,767. If this variable is set to 0, the function is disabled.

l.

Max. MV
The Max. MV set the maximum value of control output MV. If the PID loop calculation
results in a higher MV, the output will be limited to the Max. MV. The Max. MV range is 32,768 to 32,767. If the PID calculated output MV exceeds the Max. MV, the Max. MV
value is sent to the output device and a Warning is generated. Descriptions of these
Warnings and Errors are found in the Warnings and Errors section of the manual.
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m. Min. MV
The Min. MV set the minimum value of control output MV. If the PID loop calculation
results in a lower MV, the output will be limited to the Min. MV. The Min. MV range is 32,768 to 32,767. If the PID calculated output MV is lower than the Min. MV, the Min.
MV value is sent to the output device and a Warning is generated. Descriptions of these
Warnings and Errors are found in the Warnings and Errors section of the manual.
n. Manual MV
Manual MV sets the output MV limit when the PID loop is in Manual operation. The
Manual MV range is -32,768 to 32,767.
o. DeadBand Setting
The DeadBand Setting defines a PV range (DeadBand) above and below the SV. When
the PV is within this +/- range, no output MV is generated. In some applications, setting
a DeadBand prevents the output MV from unnecessarily changing.
Figure 7.14 below shows a DeadBand Setting range.

< Figure 7.14 Example of DeadBand Setting >
p. Derivative Filter Value Setting
The Derivative Filter Value Setting changes the Derivative filtering. The Derivative term
is monitoring the rate of change in the PV. The PID equation may generate a large
response to an instantaneous change in the PV due to noise or other disturbance
unassociated with the process. The XGB PLC mathematically filters the PV for
Derivative control. The Derivative Filter value determines the degree of filtering. The
lower the Derivative filter value is set, the more responsive the Derivative control is. The
Derivative Filter range is 0 ~ 65,535. If this variable is set to 0, the Derivative Filtering is
disabled..
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q. Set SV Ramp
When making sudden, large changes in the SV, the PID loop will calculate a rapid
change in the output MV to correct for the large error. Depending on the process, this
could result in unacceptable operation or possible equipment damage. To prevent this,
SV Ramping is used. As the term implies, the SV is gradually ramped up to the desired
value over a period of time. SV Ramp Setting represents the frequency of PID Scan
Period beginning from when SV starts changing to when it reaches to the selected SV.
For example, if SV is to be changed from 1000 to 2000, and the PID Scan Period is
10ms the SV ramp is 500, the SV will ramp to 2000 in 5 seconds (500X10ms = 5
seconds), The SV Ramp Setting range is 0 to 65,535. If the SET SV Ramp is set to 0,
the ramp function is disabled. See figure 7-15 below.

If SV Ramp is not used
Modified SV

If SV Ramp is used
SV * operation cycle

Existing SV

Time

< Figure 7.15 SV Ramp Setting function >
r.

PV Tracking Setting
PID Tracking forces the SV to follow the PV. When the PID loop switches to Auto, there
is no sudden movement of the process as the PV is already at the SV. The PV Tracking
range is 0 to 65,535. If SV is changed again while PV follow-up is in operation, the SV
would be also changed according to SV ramp.

s.

Min./Max. PV
Sets the Min./Max. value entered as the present value of PID control. The Min./Max PV
range is -32,768 to 32,767.
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7.2.4 PID flag
The parameter set by the XGB series built-in PID control function is saved into the flash memory of the
basic unit. Such parameters are moved to K area for the built-in PID function as soon as PLC turns from
STOP to RUN mode. PID control operation by PID control command is executed through K area data for
PID functions. Therefore, if a user changes the value in the trend monitor window or variable monitor
window during operation, PID operation is executed by the changed value. If PLC is changed to RUN again
after being changed to STOP, it loads the parameters in flash memory to K area, so the data changed in
K area is lost. Thus, to keep applying the parameters adjusted in K area, it is necessary to write the
parameter set in K area to flash memory by using WRT command.
1. PID Flag Configuration.
K area flags for XGB series built-in PID control function are summarized in the below table.
Loop

Common

K area

Data
type

Default

Description

K12000~F

_PID_MAN

Bit

Auto

PID output designation(0:auto,
1:manual)

K12010~F

_PID_PAUSE

Bit

RUN

PID pause (0:RUN, 1:pause)

K12020~F

_PID_REV

Bit

Forward

K12030~F

_PID_AW2D

Bit

Disabled

K12040~F

_PID_REM_RUN

Bit

Disabled

WORD

-

K1205~K1207

Reserved

Control direction(0:forward,
1:reverse) operation control
Dual integral accumulation
prevention(0:enabled, 1:disabled)
PID remote operation(0:disabled,
1:enabled)
Reserved area
PWM output enable(0:disabled,
1:enabled)
PID operation indication(0:stop,
1:run)

K12080~F

_PID_PWM_EN

Bit

Disabled

K12090~F

_PID_STD

Bit

-

K12100~F

_PID_ALARM

Bit

-

PID warning(0:normal, 1:warning)

K12110~F

_PID_ERROR

Bit

-

PID error(0:normal, 1:error)

WORD

-

Reserved
PID SV

K1212~K1215

Loop 0

Symbol

Reserved

K1216

_PID00_SV

INT

0

K1217

_PID00_T_s

WORD

100

K1218

_PID00_K_p

REAL

1

PID proportional constant

K1220

_PID00_T_i

REAL

0

PID integral time[sec]

K1222

_PID00_T_d

REAL

0

PID derivative time[sec]

K1224

_PID00_d_PV_max

WORD

0

PID PV change limit

K1225

_PID00_d_MV_max

WORD

0

PID MV change limit

K1226

_PID00_MV_max

INT

4000

PID MV max. value limit

K1227

_PID00_MV_min

INT

0

PID MV min. value limit

K1228

_PID00_MV_man

INT

0

PID manual output

K1229

_PID00_PV

INT

-

PID PV
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Loop

Loop 0

K area

Data
type

Default

Description

K1230

_PID00_PV_old

INT

-

PID PV of previous cycle

K1231

_PID00_MV

INT

0

PID MV

K1232

_PID00_ERR

DINT

-

PID control error

K1234

_PID00_MV_p

REAL

0

K1236

_PID00_Mv_i

REAL

0

K1238

_PID00_MV_d

REAL

0

K1240

_PID00_DB_W

WORD

0

PID deadband setting

K1241

_PID00_Td_lag

WORD

0

PID derivative filter coefficient

K1242

_PID00_PWM

WORD

H’20

PID PWM output setting

K1243

_PID00_PWM_Prd

WORD

100

PID PWM output period

K1244

_PID00_SV_RAMP

WORD

0

PID SV Ramp value

K1245

_PID00_PV_Track

WORD

0

PID PV follow-up setting

K1246

_PID00_PV_MIN

INT

0

PID PV min. value limit

K1247

_PID00_PV_MAX

INT

4000

PID PV max. value limit

K1248

_PID00_ALM_CODE

Word

0

PID warning code

K1249

_PID00_ERR_CODE

Word

0

PID error code

K1250

_PID00_CUR_SV

INT

0

PID SV of current cycle

WORD

-

Reserved area

-

-

PID Loop1 control parameter

-

-

PID Loop16 control parameter

K1251-1255
Loop 1

Symbol

K1256~K1295

Reserved
-

PID MV proportional gain
component
PID MV integral control
component
PID MV derivative control
component

~
Loop16

K1816~K1855

-

K1200 ~ K1211 areas are the common bit areas of PID loops while each bit represents the
status of each PID control loop. Therefore, each 16 bits, the max number of loops of XGB PID
control represents loop status and setting respectively. K1216 ~ K1255 areas are K areas for
PID control loop 0 and save the loop 0 setting and status. It also contains parameters such as
SV, operation cycle, proportional gain, integral time, and derivative time set in the built-in
parameter window. The XGB built-in PID function executes PID control by each device value in
question. In addition, the output data such as MV calculated and output while PID control is
executed is also saved into the K areas. By changing the values in K areas, control setting may
be changed any time during PID control.
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Remark
By changing value of area, you can change control setting whenever you want during the PID control
1) PID control flag expression : _PID[n]_xxx
 [n] : loop number
 xxx : flag function
Ex) _PID10_K_p : means K_p of loop 10.

2. PID flag function
Each function of K area flags for XGB series built-in PID control function is summarized as
follows.
a. Common bit area
The area is a flag collecting operation setting and information consisting of bits to each
16 loop. Each bit of each word device represents the information of each loop. That is,
‘n’th bit represents the information about PID loop n.
i.

_PID_MAN (PID RUN mode setting)

Flag name
_PID_MAN
(PID RUN mode setting)

address

Unit

Setting

K1200n

BIT

Available

It determines whether to operate the PID control of n loop automatically or
manually. For more information about RUN mode, refer to 7.2.3 PID control
parameter setting. If the bit is off, it operates automatically; if on, it runs
manually.
ii. _PID_PAUSE (PID Pause setting)
Flag name

Address

Unit

Setting

_PID_PAUSE (PID pause setting)

K1201n

BIT

Available

It changes PID control of ‘n’ loop to pause status. If PID control is paused, the
control MV is fixed as the output at the time of pause. PID operation is
continued internally with output fixed. If changing pause status to operation
status again, it resumes control, so it may take a longer time until the PV is
going to SV once system status has a large change during pause. If the bit is
off, it cancels pause; if on, it operates as paused.
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iii. _PID_REV (PID RUN direction setting)
Flag name
_PID_REV
(PID RUN direction setting)

Address

Unit

Setting

K1202n

BIT

Available

It sets the RUN direction of PID control of ‘n’th loop. For more information about
run direction, refer to 7.2.3 PID control parameter setting. If the bit is off, it
operates normally; if on, it operates reversely.
iv. _PID_AW2D (Secondary Anti-windup setting)
Flag name
_PID_AW2D
(dual integral accumulation
prevention setting)

Address

Unit

Setting

K1203n

BIT

Available

It sets enable/disable of dual integral accumulation prevention of ‘n’th loop. For
more information about dual integral accumulation prevention, refer to 7.2.3 PID
control parameter setting. If the bit is off, it is enabled; if on, it is disabled.
v. _PID_REM_RUN (PID remote operation setting)
Flag name
_PID_REM_RUN
(PID remote run setting)

Address

Unit

Setting

K1204n

BIT

Available

XGB series built-in PID function can be started by both run from command’s
start bit and remote run bit setting. That is, XGB starts PID control if PIDRUN
command’s start bit is on or remote run setting bit is on. Namely, if one of them
is on, it executed PID control.
vi. _PID_PWM_EN (PWM output enable)
Flag name
_PID_PWM_EN
(PWM output enable)

Address

Unit

Setting

K1208n

BIT

Available

It determines whether to output the MV of PID control of ‘n’th loop as PWM
output. For more information about PWM output, refer to 7.2.3 PID control
parameter setting. If the bit is off, it is disabled; if on, it is enabled.
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vii. _PID_STD (PID RUN status indication)
Flag name
_PID_STD
(PID RUN status indication)

Address

Unit

Setting

K1209n

BIT

Unavailable

It indicates the PID control RUN status of ‘n’th loop. If a loop is running or
paused, it is on while if it stops or has an error during RUN, it is off. In the
monitoring area, it is changed to the current run status by PLC although user
can enter any value temporarily.
viii. _PID_ALARM (PID Warning occurrence)
Flag name
_PID_ALARM
(PID Warning occurrence)

Address

Unit

Setting

K1210n

BIT

Unavailable

It triggers a warning if any occurs during PID control of ‘n’th loop. Once a
warning occurs during PID control operation of a loop, it is on. Despite of
warning, PID control continues without interruption, but it is desirable to check
warning information and take a proper measure. Once a warning occurs, the
warning code is also indicated in warning code area of a loop. For more
information about the types of warning codes and measures, refer to section 7.6
Error/Warning Codes. In the monitoring area, it is changed to the current run
status by PLC although user can enter any value temporarily.
ix. _PID_ERROR (PID Error occurrence)
Flag name
_PID_ERROR
(PID error occurrence)

Address

Unit

Setting

K1211n

BIT

Unavailable

If an error that discontinues running during PID control of ‘n’ th loop occurs, it
indicates the error’s occurrence. If an error generates warning, it is on; if
normal, it is off. When an error occurs, PID control stops and MV is output as
the minimum output set in parameter. Also, if an error occurs, the error code is
indicated in the error code area of a loop. For more information about type of
error codes and measures, refer to 7.6 Error/Warning Codes. In the monitoring
area, it is changed to the current run status by PLC although user can enter any
value temporarily.
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b. PID Flag area by loops
PID flag areas by loops are allocated between K1216 ~ K1855 and total 16 loops, each
40 words is allocated per loop. Therefore, the individual data areas of ‘n’th loop are
between K (1216+16*n) ~ K (1255+16*n). Every setting of the PID flag areas by loops
may be changed during PID control operation. Once the settings are changed, they are
applied from the next PID control cycle
i. _PIDxx_SV (PID xx Loop SV setting)
Flag name
_PIDxx_SV
(PID xx Loop SV setting)

Address

Unit

Range

K1216+16*xx

INT

-32,768 ~ 32,767

It sets/indicates the SV of PID control of ‘xx’th loop. For more information about
SV, refer to 7.2.3 PID control parameter setting. The available range is between
-32,768 ~ 32,767.
ii. _PIDxx_T_s (PID xx Loop operation cycle)
Flag name
Address
Unit
Range
_PIDxx_T_s
K1217+16*xx WORD
100 ~ 65,535
(PID xx Loop operation cycle)
It sets/indicates the operation cycle of PID control of ‘xx’th loop. For more
information about operation cycle, refer to 7.2.3 PID control parameter setting.
The available range is between 100 ~ 65,535.
iii. _PIDxx_K_p (PID xx Loop proportional constant)
Flag name
_PIDxx_K_p
(PID xx Loop proportional constant)

Address

Unit

Range

K1218+16*xx

REAL

Real number

It sets/indicates the proportional constant of PID control of ‘xx’th loop. For more
information about proportional constant, refer to 7.2.3 PID Control Parameter
Setting. The available range is real number (-3.40282347e+38 ~ -1.17549435e38 , 0 , 1.17549435e-38 ~ 3.40282347e+38). If it is set as 0 or lower, the PID
control of a loop generates an error and does not work.
iv. _PIDxx_T_i (PID xx Loop Integral time)
Flag name
_PIDxx_T_i
(PID xx Loop integral time)

Address

Unit

Range

K1220+16*xx

REAL

Real number

It sets/indicates integral time of PID control of ‘xx’th loop. The available range is
real number. If it is set as 0 or lower, it does not execute integral control.
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v. _PIDxx_T_d (PID xx Loop derivative time)
Flag name
_PIDxx_T_d
(PID xx Loop derivative time)

Address

Unit

Range

K1222+16*xx

REAL

Real number

It sets/indicates derivative time of PID control of ‘xx’th loop. The available range
is real number. If it is set as 0 or lower, it does not execute derivative control.
vi. _PIDxx_d_PV_max (PV change limit)
Flag name
_PIDxx_d_PV_max
(PV change limit)

Address

Unit

Range

K1224+16*xx

WORD

0 ~ 65,535

It sets the PV change limit of ‘xx’th loop. For more information about PV change
limit, refer to 7.2.3 PID control parameter setting. If it is set as 0, the PV change
limit function does not work.
vii. _PIDxx_d_MV_max (MV change limit)
Flag name
_PIDxx_PV
(present value)

Address

Unit

Range

K1229+16*xx

INT

-32,768 ~ 32,767

It sets the MV change limit of ‘xx’th loop. For more information about MV
change limit, refer to 7.2.3 PID control parameter setting. If it is set as 0, the MV
change limit function does not work.
viii. _PIDxx_MV_max, _PIDxx_MV_min, _PIDxx_MV_man (max. MV, min. MV,
manual MV)
Flag name

Address

_PIDxx_MV_max (max. MV)

K1226+16*xx

_PIDxx_MV_min (min. MV)

K1227+16*xx

_PIDxx_MV_man (manual MV)

K1228+16*xx

Unit

Range

INT

-32,768 ~ 32,767

It sets the maximum MV, minimum MV, and manual MV of ‘xx’th loop. For more
information about maximum MV, minimum MV, and manual MV, refer to 7.2.3
PID control parameter setting. If the maximum MV is set lower than the
minimum MV, the PID control loop generates an error and does not work.
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ix. _PIDxx_PV (prevent value)
Flag name
_PIDxx_PV
(present value)

Address

Unit

Range

K1229+16*xx

INT

-32,768 ~ 32,767

It is the area that receives the present value of ‘xx’th PID control loop. PV is the
present status of the system to control and is normally saved into U device via
input devices such as A/D input module if it is entered from a sensor. The value
is used to execute PID operation by moving to _PIDxx_PV by means of
commands like MOV.
x. _PIDxx_PV_OLD (PV of previous control cycle)
Flag name
_PIDxx_PV_OLD
(PV of previous control cycle)

Address

Unit

Range

K1230+16*xx

INT

Unavailable

The area indicates the PV just before the ‘xx’th PID control loop. The flag, as a
dedicated monitoring flag, would be updated by PLC although a user directly
enters it.
xi. _PIDxx_MV (Control MV)
Flag name

Address

Unit

Range

_PIDxx_MV (control MV)

K1231+16*xx

INT

Unavailable

The area shows the MV of ‘xx’th PID control loop. As the area in which XGB
built-in PID operation result is output every PID control cycle, it delivers the
value in the area to U device every scan by using commands like MOV in the
program and outputs to D/A output module, thus operating a drive.
xii. _PID00_ERR (Present error)
Flag name
_PID00_ERR
(present error)

Address

Unit

Range

K1232+16*xx

DINT

Unavailable

The areas shows the current error of ‘xx’th PID control loop. It is also used as
an indicator of how much gap the present status has with a desired status. If an
error is 0, it means the control system reached a desired status exactly.
Therefore, if control starts, error is quickly reduced at transient state and it
reaches normal state, maintaining remaining drift as 0, it could be an ideal
control system. The flag, as a dedicated monitoring, is updated although a user
directly enters it.
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xiii. _PIDxx_MV_p, _PIDxx_MV_i, _PIDxx_MV_d (P/I/D control components of MV)
Flag name
_PIDxx_MV_p
(MV proportional control component)
_PIDxx_MV_i
(MV integral control component)
_PIDxx_MV_d
(MV derivative control component)

Address

Unit

Range

REAL

Unavailable

K1234+16*xx
K1236+16*xx
K1238+16*xx

It indicates ‘n’th loop MV by classifying proportional control MV, integral control
maximum MV and derivative control MV. The entire MV consists of the sum of
these three components. The flag, as a dedicated monitoring, is updated
although a user directly enters it.
xiv. _PIDxx_DB_W (DeadBand setting)
Flag name
_PIDxx_DB_W
(DeadBand setting)

Address

Unit

Range

K1240+16*xx

WORD

0 ~ 65,535

It sets the deadband of ‘xx’th loop. For more information about Deadband
function, refer to 7.2.3 PID control parameter setting. If it is set as 0, the function
does not work.
xv. _PIDxx_Td_lag (Derivativel filter coefficient)
Flag name
_PIDxx_Td_lag
( derivative filter coefficient)

Address

Unit

Range

K1241+16*xx

WORD

0 ~ 65,535

It sets the derivative filter coefficient of ‘xx’th loop. For more information about
derivative filter coefficient, refer to 7.2.3 PID control parameter setting. If it is set
as 0, the function does not work.
xvi. _PIDxx_PWM (PWM output setting)
Flag name
_PID00_PWM
(PWM discrete output setting)

Address

Unit

Range

K1242+16*xx

WORD

H’20 ~ H’3F

It sets the output to which PWM output of ‘xx’th loop is output. PWM output is
valid only between H’20 ~ H’3F. If any other value is entered, PWM output does
not work.
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xvii. _PIDxx_PWM_Prd (PWM Output cycle setting)
Flag name
_PIDxx_PWM_Prd
(PWM output contact cycle
setting)

Address

Unit

Range

K1243+16*xx

WORD

100 ~ 65,535

It sets the PWM output period contact cycle of ‘xx’th loop. The available range is
between 100 ~ 65,535 at the unit of 0.1ms.
xviii. _PIDxx_SV_RAMP (SV ramp setting)
Flag name
_PIDxx_SV_RAMP
(SV ramp setting)

Address

Unit

Range

K1244+16*xx

WORD

0 ~ 65,535

It sets the SV ramp value of ‘xx’th loop. For more information about SV ramp of
PV, refer to 7.2.3 PID control parameter setting. If it is set as 0, the function
does not work.
xix. _PIDxx_PV_Track (PV follow-up setting)
Flag name
_PIDxx_PV_Track
(PV follow-up setting)

Address

Unit

Range

K1245+16*xx

WORD

0 ~ 65,535

It sets the PV follow-up SV of ‘xx’th loop. For more information about PV followup, refer to 7.2.3 PID control parameter setting. If it is set as 0, the function
does not work.
xx. _PIDxx_PV_MIN, _PIDxx_PV_MAX(Min. PV input, Max. PV input)
Flag name
_PIDxx_MV_p
(MV proportional control component)
_PIDxx_MV_i
(MV integral control component)

Address

Unit

Range

INT

-32,768 ~ 32,767

K1246+16*xx
K1247+16*xx

It sets the min./max. PV of ‘xx’ th loop.
xxi. _PIDxx_ALM_CODE (Warning code)
Flag name
_PIDxx_ALM_CODE
(Warning code)

Address

Unit

Range

K1248+16*xx

WORD

Unavailable

It triggers warning code if a warning occurs during ‘xx’th loop run. The flag, as a
dedicated monitoring, is updated although a user directly enters it. For more
information about warning code, refer to 7.6 Error/Warning Codes.
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xxii. _PIDxx_ERR_CODE (Error code)
Flag name
_PIDxx_ERR_CODE
(error code)

Address

Unit

Range

K1249+16*xx

WORD

Unavailable

It indicates error code if an error occurs during ‘xx’th loop run. The flag, as a
dedicated monitoring, is updated although a user directly enters it. For more
information about warning code, refer to 7.6 Error/Warning Codes.
xxiii. _PIDxx_CUR_SV (SV of the present cycle)
Flag name
_PIDxx_CUR_SV
(SV of the present cycle)

Address

Unit

Range

K1250+16*xx

INT

Unavailable

It indicates SV currently running of ‘xx’th loop. If SV is changing due to SV ramp
or PV follow-up function, it shows the currently changing PV. The flag, as a
dedicated monitoring, is updated although a user directly enters it.
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7.3 PID Instructions
It describes PID control commands used in XGB series. The command type of PID control used in XGB series
built-in PID control is 4.
1. PIDRUN
PIDRUN is used to execute PID control by loops.

•

Operand S means the loop number to execute PID control and available only for
constants (0~15).

•

If start signal is on, the PID control of a loop starts.

Indication contents of PID STATE
Item

Indication
16#0001
16#0002

ALARM

16#0003

PID_dPV_WARN

16#0004

PID_dMV_WARN

16#0005
16#0006

PID_MV_MAX_WAR
N
PID_MV_MIN_WAR
N

16#0100

MV_MIN_MAX_ERR

16#0200

PV_MIN_MAX_ERR

16#0300

PWM_PERIOD_ER
R

16#0400

SV_RANGE_ERR

16#0B00

PWM_ADDRESS_E
RR
P_GAIN_SET_ERR
I_TIME_SET_ERR
D_TIME_SET_ERR
CONTROL_MODE_
ERR
PID_PERIOD_ERR;

16#0C00

HBD_WRONG_DIR

16#0500
ERROR

Flag name
PV_MIN_MAX_ALM
PID_SCANTIME_AL
M

16#0600
16#0700
16#0800
16#0900

16#0D00
16#0E00
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HBD_SV_NOT_MAT
CH
LOOP_EXCEED

Contents
Current value exceeds range of maximum, minimum value
Operation cycle is too short.
Variation of current value of this PID cycle exceeds the
current value variation limit.
Variation of manipulated value of this PID cycle exceeds
the manipulated value variation limit.
Manipulated value of this PID cycle exceeds maximum
manipulated value.
Manipulated value of this PID cycle is smaller than
minimum manipulated value.
Maximum manipulated value is set to be smaller than minimum
manipulated value.
Maximum current value is set to be smaller than current
manipulated value.
PWM contact cycle is set to be smaller than 100(10ms).
In case of forward operation, set value at start of autotuning is smaller than current value. In case of reverse
operation, set value at start of auto-tuning is larger than
current value.
PWM output is set as contact point other
than %QX0.0.0~0.0.31.
Proportional constant is set to be smaller than 0.
Integral constant is set to be smaller than 0
Differential constant is set to be smaller than 0
Control mode is other than P, PI, PD and PID.
PIC operation cycle is set to be smaller than 100(10ms)
In combined operation, directional parameter of forward
operation loop is set as reverse operation or directional
parameter of reverse operation loop is set as forward operation
In combined operation, set values of two loops are different
PID LOOP number is larger 15
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2. PIDCAS
PIDCAS is a command to execute CASCADE control.

•

Operand M and S mean master loop and slave loop respecively and available only for
constants (0~15).

•

If start bit is on, cascade control is executed through master loop and slave loop.

Cascade control is called a control method which is intended to increase control stability through
quick removal of disturbance by connecting two PID control loops in series and is structured as
follows in figure 7.16.

<Figure 7.16 Comparison of single loop control and cascade control>
Looking at the figure, it is found that cascade control contains slave loop control within external
control loop. That is, the control output of external loop PID control is entered as SV of the
internal loop control. Therefore, if steam valve suffers from disturbance in the figure, single loop
PID control may not be modified until PV, y(s) appears while cascade control is structured to
remove any disturbance by the internal PID loop control before any disturbance in its internal
loop affects the PV, y(s), so it can remove the influence from disturbance.
XGB internal PID control connects two PID control loops each other, making cascade control
possible. MV of external loop is automatically entered as the SV of internal loop, so it is not
necessary to enter it through program.
3. PIDHBD
PIDHBD is a command to execute the mixed forward/reverse E control.

•

Operand F and R represent forward operation loop and reverse operation loop and
available only for constant (0~15).

•

If start bit is on, it starts the mixed forward/reverse operation from the designated
forward/reverse loops.
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The mixed forward/reverse control is called a control method. It controls forward operation
control output and reverse operation control alternatively to a single control process. The XGB
built-in PID control enables the mixed forward/reverse control by connecting two PID control
loops set as forward/reverse operations. It uses PIDHBD command. For more information about
the command, refer to 7.2.5. The mixed forward/reverse run is executed as follows in the XGB
built-in PID control.
a. Commencement of mixed run
If PIDHBC command starts first, it starts reverse run when PV is higher than SV; it starts
forward run if PV is lower than SV.
b. Conversion of RUN direction
The conversion of run direction is executed according to the following principles. In case
of forward operation run, it keeps running by converting to reverse operation once PV is
over SV + DeadBand value. The DeadBand setting value uses the deadband of a loop
set for forward operation. If PV is below SV – DeadBand value during reverse operation,
it also keeps running by converting to forward operation. In this case, the DeadBand
setting uses the deadband of a loop set for reverse loop. It may be illustrated as figure
7.17.

<Figure 7.17 Conversion of RUN direction in the mixed forward/reverse control>
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c.

Every control parameter uses the parameter of a loop set for forward operation while
MV is output to the MV output area of a forward loop operation. Reversely, every control
parameter uses the parameter of a loop set for reverse operation during reverse
operation run while MV is also output to the MV output area of reverse operation loop.

d. WRT
WRT is a command to save K area flags changed during operation to the internal flash
memory of PLC.

•

Once start bit is on, it writes K area values to flash memory.

•

Each operand description is summarized as follows.

Operand

Item
designated

Available device

OP1

Slot

Constant

OP2

N/A

P,M,L,K,D,Z,R,
constant

OP3

XBC H-Type Main Unit
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7.4 PID Auto-tuning
7.4.1 Basic theory of PID auto-tuning
It describes the function of PID auto-tuning.
The performance of PID controller is very different according to P, I, D values. Generally, It is very difficult and
takes a long time to predict the system and set P, I, D values because of non-periodical disturbances,
interference of other control loop, and the dynamic characteristic of control system. Auto-tuning that sets the PID
values automatically saves time and effort.
1. PID value setting by Relay auto-tuning
It makes critical oscillation by force and uses the width and period of oscillation to specify the
PID values. It applies maximum output and minimum output to control system for auto-tuning.
Then, oscillation with steady period and steady width occurs around the Set value like figure
7.15, and it can calculate the boundary gain by using it like expression (7.18).

< Figure 7.18 Relay auto-tuning >
Oscillation period is called the boundary period. If boundary gain and period is specified, use
Table 7.19, Ziegler & Nichols tuning table, to specify the PID values. This Relay tuning is
relatively simple to configure. XGB built-in PID auto-tuning uses this method.
Controller

Proportional gain
(Kp)

Integral time(Ti)

Differential
time(Td)

P

0.5 K u

-

-

PI

0.45K u

Pu / 1.2

-

PID

0.6 K u

Pu / 2

Pu / 8

< Table 7.19 Ziegler & Nichols tuning table >
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7.4.2 PID Auto-Tuning function specifications
The specifications of XGB series built-in PID auto-tuning function are summarized as in Table 7.20.

Item

Specifications

SV Range

INT (-32,768 ~ 32,767)

PV Range

INT (-32,768 ~ 32,767)

MV Range

INT (-32,768 ~ 32,767)
Normal: error flag off
Error: error flag off, error code occurs

Error indication
AT direction setting

Forward/Reverse

Control cycle

100 ~ 65,536 (0.1ms Unit)

Additional
function

PWM output

Supportable

Hysteresis

Supportable

[Table 7.20 Specifications of built-in PID auto-tuning function]
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7.4.3 Auto-tuning parameter setting
The XGB series auto-tuning function must be started by using a command after setting auto-tuning parameters
by loops in the parameter window.
1. Auto-tuning parameter setting
To set the parameters of XGB series auto-tuning function, follow these steps.
a. By selecting parameter in project window and the built-in parameter, it shows the built-in
parameter setting window as seen below. Figure 7.21.

< Figure 7.21 Built-in parameter setting window >
b. By selecting auto-tuning, it shows the parameter setting window as seen in Figure 7.22.

c.
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Table 7.23 shows the items to set in auto-tuning parameter window and the available
ranges.
Items

Description

Range

RUN direction

Set the run direction of auto-tuning.
Set whether to set PWM output of MV enabled/
disabled.
Set SV.

Forward/Reverse

PWM output enable
SV
Operation time

Set auto-tuning operation time.

Disable/Enable
-32,768 ~ 32,767
100 ~ 65535

Max. MV

Set the max. MV in control.

-32,768 ~ 32,767

Min. mV

Set the min. MV in control.

-32,768 ~ 32,767

PWM discrete output
designation
PWM output period
Hysteresis setting

Designates the PWM discrete output.
output.
Set the output period (frequency) of PWM output.
Set the hysteresis of auto-tuning MV.

P20 ~ P3F
100 ~ 65,535
0 ~ 65,535

< Table 7.23 Auto-tuning function parameter setting items>
2. Description of auto-tuning parameters and how to set them
a. RUN direction
RUN direction is to set the direction of the auto-tuning run of a loop. Select either
forward or reverse. “Forward” means that PV increases when MV increases while
“Reverse” means PV decreases when MV increases. For instance, a heater is a kind of
forward direction system because PV (temperature) increases when output (heating)
increases. A refrigerator is a kind of reverse direction system in which PV (temperature)
decreases when output increases.
b. PWM output enable
PWM Output controls the duty cycle of a discrete Output in the PLC. This duty cycle is
proportional to the MV variable. If PWM Output is enabled, the discrete Output is cycled
at an ON/OFF ratio at a user defined frequency from 10ms to 6553.5 ms. Available
outputs (P20 ~ P3F).
It sets the auto-tuning SV of a loop in question. Similar to PID control, physical values
(temperature, flow rate, pressure and etc.) of an object to control is not meaningful and
instead, it should use the physical amount of an object to control after converting them
into numerals. For instance, in order to control a system using a sensor that the output
is 0V when its heating device temperature is 0℃ while it is 10V when the temperature is
100℃ as much as 50℃, it is necessary to set SV as 2000 (as long as it uses AD input
module XBE-AD04A).
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c.

Operation time
It sets the cycle to execute operation for auto-tuning. The setting cycle is 0.1ms and
available between 10ms ~ 6553.5ms (setting value: 100 ~ 65,535) while it is set at a
unit of integer per 0.1ms.

d. Max/min MV
It sets the maximum/minimum value of output for auto-tuning. The available range is
between -32,768 ~ 32,767. If the maximum MV is set lower than minimum MV, the autotuning function of a loop generates an error and does not work.
e. Hysteresis setting
Relay tuning depicted in Figure 7.24, it shows it outputs the maximum MV as autotuning starts but it converts to minimum output as PV is over SV. Then, it converts to the
maximum output as PV is lower than SV. However, if input PV contains noise
components or reply components, auto-tuning ends by a slight vibration of PV around
SV, yielding incorrect tuning result. To prevent this, hysteresis may be set. XGB autotuning converts output at SV + Hysteresis when PV increases or at SV – Hysteresis
when it decreases once hysteresis is set.

MV

PV

SV

Hysteresis
SV+Hysteresis

SV- Hysteresis

<Figure 7.24 Example of Hysterisis setting>
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7.4.4 Auto-tuning flag
The parameters set in the XGB series auto-tuning function are saved to the flash memory of base unit. Such
parameters are moved to K area for auto-tuning function as soon as PLC enters RUN mode from STOP. Autotuning operation using auto-tuning command is achieved by data in K area. If PLC is changed to RUN again
after being changed to STOP, it takes the parameters in flash memory to K area, so the data changed in K area
is lost. Therefore, to continuously apply the parameters adjusted in K area, it is necessary to write the
parameters set in K area into flash memory by using WRT command.
1. Auto-tuning flag configuration
The K area flags of XGB series auto-tuning function are summarized in Table 7.25
Loops

K area

Symbol

Data type

Default

K18560~F

_AT_REV

Bit

Forward

K18570~F

_AT_PWM_EN

Bit

Disable

K18580~F

_AT_ERROR

Bit

-

Common

Description
Auto-tuning direction(0:Forward,
1:Reverse)
PWM output enable(0:Disable,
1:Enable)
Auto-tuning
error(0:normal,1:error)

K1859

Reserved

WORD

-

Reserved area

K1860

_AT00_SV

INT

0

AT SV – loop 00

K1861

_AT00_T_s

WORD

100

AT operation cycle
(T_s)[0.1msec]

Loop0

K1862

_AT00_MV_max

INT

4000

AT MV max. value limit

K1863

_AT00_MV_min

INT

0

AT MV min. value limit

K1864

_AT00_PWM

WORD

0

AT PWM output setting

K1865

_AT00_PWM_Prd

WORD

0

AT PWM output cycle

K1866

_AT00_HYS_val

WORD

0

AT hysteresis setting
AT auto-tuning status indication

K1867

_AT00_STATUS

WORD

0

K1868

_AT00_ERR_CODE

WORD

0

AT error code

K1869

_AT00_K_p

REAL

0

AT result proportional gain

K1871

_AT00_T_i

REAL

0

AT result integral time

K1873

_AT00_T_d

REAL

0

AT result derivative time

K1875

_AT00_PV

INT

0

AT PV

INT

0

AT MV

Word

0

Reserved area

K1876
K1877~1879

_AT00_MV
Reserved

<Table 7.25 K area flags for auto-tuning>
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K1856 ~ K1859 areas are the common bit areas for auto-tuning and each bit represents autotuning loop status respectively. K1860~K1879 areas save the setting and status of loop 0 as the
K area for auto-tuning loop 0. In the area, the parameters such as PV, operation cycle, and etc.
set in the built-in parameter window are saved. The XGB built-in auto-tuning function executes
auto-tuning by the device values and saves the results into the K areas.
2. Auto-tuning flag function
Each function of K area flags for XGB series auto-tuning is summarized as follows.
a. Common bit area
The area is a flag collecting operation setting and information consisting of bits to each
16 loop. Each bit of each word device represents the information of each loop.
i. _AT_REV (auto-tuning run direction setting)
Flag name
_AT_REV
(PID RUN direction setting)

Address

Unit

Setting

K1856n

BIT

Available

It determines the run direction of auto-tuning of ‘n’th loop. If the bit is off, it is
forward operation; if on, it is reverse operation.
ii. _AT_PWM_EN (PWM output enable)
Flag name
_AT_PWM_EN
(PWM output enable)

Address

Unit

Setting

K857n

BIT

Available

It sets whether to output the auto-tuning MV of ‘n’th loop as PWM output. If the
bit is off, it is disabled; if on, it is enabled.
iii. _AT_ERROR (Auto-tuning error occurrence)
Flag name
_PID_ERROR
(PID error occurrence)

Address

Unit

Setting

K1858n

BIT

Unavailable

It indicates the error in case an error that discontinues operation during autotuning of ‘n’th loop occurs. If an error occurs, it is on; if normal, it is off. Once an
error occurs, auto-tuning stops and the MV is output as the minimum output set
in the parameter. Also, if an error occurs, it indicates the error code in the error
code area of a loop. For more information about error code types and
measures, refer to 7.6 Error/Warning Codes. The area, as a dedicated monitor
area, is updated although a user directly enters it.
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b. Auto-tuning flag area by loops
The auto-tuning flag areas by loops are K1860 ~ K2179 and each 20 words per loop are
allocated to totally 16 loops. Therefore, individual data area of ‘n’th loop is between K
(1860+16*n) ~ K (1879+16*n).
i. _ATxx_SV (auto-tuning xx Loop SV setting)
Flag name
_ATxx_SV
(AT xx Loop SV setting)

Address

Unit

Range

K1860+16*xx

INT

-32,768 ~ 32,767

It sets/indicates the auto-tuning SV of ‘xx’th loop. The available range is
between -32,768 ~ 32,767.
i.

_ATxx_T_s (Auto-tuning xx Loop operation cycle)

Flag name
_PIDxx_T_s
(Auto-tuning xx Loop operation cycle)

Address

Unit

Range

K1861+16*xx

WORD

100 ~ 65,535

ii.

It sets max. MV and min. MV of ‘xx’th loop respectively. If the maximum MV is
set lower than minimum MV, the auto-tuning loop generates an error and
does not work.

iii.

_ATxx_PWM (AT output setting)
Flag name
_AT00_PWM
(AT output setting)

Address

Unit

Range

K1864+16*xx

WORD

H’20 ~ H’3F

It sets the output that PWM output of ‘xx’th loop is output. The PWM output is
valid only between H’20 ~ H’3F (hex). If any other value is entered, PWM output
does not work.
iv.

_ATxx_PWM_Prd (PWM output cycle setting)
Flag name
_ATxx_PWM_Prd
(PWM output cycle setting)

Address

Unit

Range

K1865+16*xx

WORD

100 ~ 65,535

It sets the PWM output cycle of ‘xx’th loop. The available range is between 100
~ 65,535 at the unit of 0.1ms.
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v.

_ATxx_HYS_val (Hysteresis setting)
Flag name

Address

Unit

Range

_ATxx_HYS_val (Hysterisis setting)

K1866+16*xx

WORD

0 ~ 65,535

It sets the hysteresis of ‘xx’ th loop. For more information about hysteresis
function, refer to 7.4.3 Auto-Tuning Parameter Setting. If it is set as 0, it does
not work.
vi.

_ATxx_STATUS (Auto-tuning status)
Flag name
_ATxx_STATUS
(Auto-tuning status)

Address

Unit

Range

K1867+16*xx

WORD

Unavailable

It indicates the auto-tuning status of ‘xx’th loop. If auto-tuning is in operation, it
is 1; if completed, it is 128. In any other case, it shows 0.
vii.

_ATxx_ERR_CODE (Error code)
Flag name
_ATxx_ERR_CODE
(Error code)

Address

Unit

Range

K1868+16*xx

WORD

Unavailable

It indicates error code in case an error occurs during the auto-tuning of ‘xx’th
loop. The flag, as a dedicated monitor, is updated although a user directly
enters it. For more information about error code, refer to 7.6 Error/Warning
Codes.
viii.

_ATxx_K_p, _ATxx_T_i, _ATxx_T_d (AT result proportional gain, integral
time, derivative time)
Flag name
_ATxx_K_p
(proportional gain)
_ATxx_T_i

Address

Range

Real

Unavailable

K1869+16*xx
K1871+16*xx

(integral time)
_ATxx_T_d

Unit

K1873+16*xx

( derivative time)
The area indicates proportional gain, integral time, and derivative time calculated
after the auto-tuning of ‘xx’th loop is normally completed. The flag, as a
dedicated monitoring, is updated although a user directly enters it.
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ix.

_ATxx_PV (PV)
Flag name

Address

Unit

Range

_ATxx_PV (PV)

K1875+16*xx

INT

-32,768 ~ 32,767

It is the area to receive PV of ‘xx’th auto-tuning loop. PV is the present status of
a system to control. When using PID control, the entry from a sensor is saved
into U device through input devices, such as A/D input module, and it moves the
value to _ATxx_PV by using commands such as MOV every scan.
x.

_ATxx_MV (Auto-tuning MV)
Flag name

Address

Unit

Range

_ATxx_MV (auto-tuning MV)

K1876+16*xx

INT

Unavailable

It is the area to output MV of ‘xx’th auto-tuning loop. Every auto-tuning cycle, it
saves XGB auto-tuning and it delivers the value in the area by using commands
such as MOV in a program and operates a drive every scan.

7.4.5 Auto-tuning instructions
The commands used in XGB series auto-tuning are as follows.
1. PIDAT
PIDAT is a command to execute auto-tuning by loops

•
•

Operand S means the loop number to execute auto-tuning and available only for constant
(0~15).
If start bit is on, the PID control of a loop starts.
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7.5 Example Programs
The paragraph explains example programs regarding the directions of XGB built-in PID function. The example
programs are explained with water level system as illustrated in 7.26.

Water
level sensor
Tank

수통

Tank

Pump
0~10V

XGB D/A

RS-232C

A/D

0~10V

XG5000

<Figure 7.26 Example of water level control system>
7.5.1 System structure
The example system in figure 7.17 is an example of a system to control a tank’s water level to a desired level.
The tank’s water level is detected by a water level sensor and entered to A/D input module. MV is output to a
pump through D/A output module, controlling a pump’s rotation velocity, regulating the water amount flowing into
the tank and regulating the water level as desired. Each mechanism is explained as follows.
1. XGB basic unit
The XGB basic unit operates by PID control. It receives PV from A/D input module (XBFAD04A), executes the built-in PID control operation, output the MV to D/A (XBF-DV04A) and
executes PID control.
2. A/D input module (XBF-AD04A)
It functions as receiving PV of an object to control from a water level sensor and delivering it to
base unit. XBF-AD04A is a 4CH analog input module and settings of analog input types and
ranges can be changed in the I/O parameter setting window when selecting I/O parameter in the
project window. For more information, refer to Analog I/O Module manual.
3. D/A output module (XBF-DV04A)
It functions as delivering control MV from base unit to a drive (pump). XBF-DV04A is a 4CH
analog voltage output module and ranges 0 ~ 10V. For detail setting, refer to Analog I/O Module
manual.
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4. Water Level Sensor
A water level sensor plays a role to deliver the PV of an object to control to the XGB by
measuring the water level of the tank and outputting it within 0 ~ 10V. Since the types and
output ranges of water level sensors vary, the output range of a sensor should be identical with
that of A/D input module’s input range. The example uses a water level sensor outputting
between 0 ~ 10V.
5. Drive (pump)
A drive uses a pump that receives control output of XGF-DV04A and of which rotation velocity is
variable. For accurate PID control, the output range of XBF-DV04A (0~10V) should be same
with that of a pump’s control input. The example uses a pump that receives its control input
between 0 ~ 10V.

7.5.2 Example of PID Auto-tuning
Here, with examples, it explains how to calculate proportional constant, integral time, and derivative time by using
PID auto-tuning function.
1. PID auto-tuning parameter setting
a. Double-click: Parameter – Built-in Parameter – PID – Auto-tuning parameter in the
project window. This opens the auto-tuning parameter setting window as illustrated in
Figure 7.27.

<Figure 7.27 Auto-tuning parameter setting window>
b. Set each parameter and click OK.
In the example, Loop 0 is set as follows.
•

RUN direction: forward
o
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•

PWM output: disabled
o

•

SV: 1000 (2.5V)
o

•

Minimum MV is set as 0. If MV is 0, XBF-DV04A outputs 0V.

PWM contact, PWM output period
o

•

Maximum MV is set as 4000. If MV is 4000, XBF-DV04A outputs 10V.

Min. MV: 0
o

•

It shows an example in which XBF-AD04A is set as the voltage input of
0~10V.

Max. MV: 4000
o

•

In the example, auto-tuning using PWM is not executed. Therefore,
PWM output is set as disabled.

It is not necessary to set it because the example does not use PWM
output.

Hysteresis setting: 10

2. A/D input module parameter setting
a. Double-clicking Parameter – I/O parameter opens the setting window as illustrated in
figure 7.28.

<Figure 7.28 I/O Parameter Settings Window>
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b. By selecting A/D module for a slot in A/D input module, it opens the setting window as
illustrated in Figure 7.29.

<Figure 7.29 Module Selection >
c.

Check A/D Module operation parameter and clock OK. The example is set as follows.
•

RUN CH: CH0 RUN
o

•

Input range: 0~10V
o

•

•
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The example receives the water level sensor input as CH0.

Set XBF-AD04A input range as 0~10V so that it should be identical with
the output range of water level sensor.

Output data type: 0 ~ 4000
o

It converts the input 0 ~ 10V to digital value from 0 ~ 4000 and delivers
it to base unit.

o

In the case, the resolving power of digital value 1 is 10/4000 = 2.5mV

Filter process, averaging: disabled
o

The example sets the input values so that filter process and averaging
are not available.

o

For more information about each function, refer to Analog I/O Module
manual.
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3. D/A Output Module Parameter setting
a. Set parameter of D/A output module (XBF-DV04A) that outputs MV to a drive. How to
set them is as same as A/D input module. In the example, it is set as follows.

•

RUN CH: CH0 RUN
o
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4. Example of PID Auto-tuning program. The example of PID auto-tuning program is illustrated as
Figure 7.30.

<Figure 7.30 Auto-tuning example program>
a. Devices used
Device

Data type

F0099

BIT

It is always on, so it readily operates once PLC is RUN.

U01.01.0

BIT

It starts operation of CH0 of Slot 1 A/D input module.

U02.02.0

BIT

It starts operation of CH0 of Slot 2 D/A output module.

U01.02

INT

PV entered to A/D input module.

U02.03

INT

MV entered to D/A output module.

K1875

INT

Device to which PV is entered for LOOP 0 auto-tuning

K1876

INT

Device to which auto-tuning MV of LOOP 0 is output.

K18677

BIT

Bit that is on once auto-tuning is complete.

K18580

BIT

Bit that is on once auto-tuning has an error.

K1863

INT

Min. MV of auto-tuning designated in parameter.
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b. Program explanation
i. Since F0099 (always on) is ON if PLC is converted from STOP to RUN, CH0 of
A/D and D/A starts operating.
ii. PV entered to CH0 is moved to K1875, the input device of PV and saved
accordingly.
iii. Once M0000 bit is on, the auto-tuning of loop 0 starts.
iv. The auto-tuning MV of loop 0 that is output by PIDAT command is output to D/A
output module by line 14 MOV command.
v. If auto-tuning is complete or there is any error during auto-tuning, M0001 bit is
set, blocking operation of PIDAT command and it outputs minimum MV set in
parameter to D/A output module.
c.

Monitoring and changing PID control variables using K area
In XGB series built-in auto-tuning, it can monitor and change RUN status of auto-tuning
by using K area allocated as fixed area by loops.
i. Variable registration
Select “Register in Variable/Description” by right clicking in the variable monitor
window, the “Variable/Device Selection” window appears. Select “Item” as PID,
deselect “View All” and enter 0 (loop number) in “Parameter No”, K area device
list to save every setting and status of loop 0 appears as shown Figure 7.31.
Then, if selecting a variable to monitor, and clicking “OK”, a selected device is
registered to variable monitor window as illustrated in Figure 7.32 on the
following page. Through the monitor window, a user can monitor auto-tuning run
status or change the settings.

<Figure 7.31 Variable registration window>
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<Figure 7.32 Auto-tuning variables registered>
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5. Observing RUN status by using trend monitor function
It is possible to monitor the operation status of XGB series built-in auto-tuning graphically.
a. Select: Monitor – Trend monitor menu, to shows the trend monitor window as illustrated
in Figure 7.33. For more information about the trend monitor, refer to the XG500 s/w
manual.

<Figure 7.33 Trend Monitor Window>
b. By right-clicking trend setting, a user can select a variable to monitor. Figure 7.34

< Figure 7.34 >
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7.5.3 Stand-along operation after PID Auto-Tuning
Here, with example, it explains how to execute PID control followed by PID auto-tuning.
1. PID auto-tuning parameter setting
a. PID auto-tuning parameters are set as same as examples of 7.4.2 “Example of PID
Auto-tuning”.
2. Setting parameters of A/D input module and D/A output module
a. Set the parameters of A/D input module and D/A output module as same as the
example in 7.4.2 Example of PID Auto-tuning.
3. PID parameter setting
a. If double-clicking: Parameter – Built-in Parameter – PID – PID Parameter, it shows the
built-in PID parameter setting window as seen in Figure 7.35.

<Figure 7.35 Auto-tuning parameter setting window>
b. Set each parameter and click OK. In the example, Loop 0 is set as follows.
i. RUN mode: automatic
I.

Set as automatic in order that PID control is executed as the built-in PID
operation outputs MV.

ii. RUN direction: forward
I.
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iii. PWM Output: disabled
I.

In the example, auto-tuning using PWM is not executed. Therefore,
PWM output is set as disabled.

iv. SV: 1000(2.5V)
I.

It shows an example in which XBF-AD04A is set as the voltage input of
0~10V

v. Operation cycle: 1000
I.

In the example, it is set that PID control is executed every 100ms.

vi. Proportional gain, integral time and derivative time
I.

It should be initially set as 1,0,0 because PID auto-tuning results is
used with PID constant.

vii. Max. MV: 4000
I.

Maximum MV is set as 4000. If MV is 4000, XBF-DV04A outputs 10V.

viii. DeadBand: 0
I.

It is set as 0 because the example does not use DeadBand function.

ix. Differential filter setting: 0
I.

It is also set as 0 because the example does not use derivative filter.

x. Min. MV: 0
I.

Minimum MV is set as 0. If MV is 0, XBF-DV04A outputs 0V.

xi. PWM contact, PWM output period
I.

It is not necessary to set them because the example does not use PWM
output.

xii. SV ramp, PV follow-up: 0
I.

It is not necessary to set SV ramp and PV follow-up because the
example does not use them.

xiii. Min. PV, Max. PV: 0
I.
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c.

Example of PID control program after PID auto-tuning. The program example for PID
auto-tuning is illustrated as Figure 7.36.

<Figure 7.36 Example program of PID control after auto-tuning>
i. Devices used
Device

Data type

F0099

BIT

It is always on, so it readily operates once PLC is RUN.

U01.01.0

BIT

It starts operation of CH0 of Slot 1 A/D input module.

U02.02.0

BIT

It starts operation of CH0 of Slot 2 D/A output module.

U01.02

INT

PV entered to A/D input module.

U02.03

INT

MV entered to D/A output module.

K1875

INT

Device to which PV is entered for LOOP 0 auto-tuning

K1876

INT

Device to which auto-tuning MV of LOOP 0 is output.

K18677

BIT

Bit that is on once auto-tuning is complete.

K18580

BIT

bit that is on once auto-tuning has an error.

K1863

INT

Min. MV of auto-tuning designated in parameter.

K1229

INT

Device to which PV is entered for Loop 0 PID control

K1876

INT

Device to which MV of loop 0 PID control is output.
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ii. Program explanation
I.

Since F0099 (always on) is ON if PLC is converted from STOP to RUN,
CH0 of A/D and D/A starts operating.

II. Once M0000 bit is on, the auto-tuning of loop 0 starts. PV entered to
CH0 is moved to K1875, the PV input device of loop 0, and saved
accordingly.
III. The auto-tuning MV of Loop 0 output by PIDAT command is output to
D/A output module by line 11, MOV command.
IV. Once auto-tuning is complete, it moves P, I, D values generated from
auto-tuning to the input devices of P, I and D, K1218,K1220 and K1222,
sets M001 and starts the operation of PID loop 0.

XBC H-Type Main Unit
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7.6 Error/Warning Codes
The error and warning codes that may occur during use of the XGB built-in PID function are summarized in the
Table 7.37.

7.6.1 Error codes
Error
codes

Indications

H’0001

MV_MIN_MAX_ERR

H’0002

PV_MIN_MAX_ERR

H’0003

PWM_PERIOD_ERR

It occurs when the period of auto tuning or PID operation
loop is set under 100(10ms). Make sure to set output period
more than 100.

H’0004

SV_RANGE_ERR

It occurs when SV is larger than PV at the start time of autotuning if auto-tuning is forward or when SV is larger than PV
at the start time of auto-tuning if auto-tuning is reverse.

H’0005

PWM_ADDRESS_ERR

It occurs when the discrete output designated as PWM
discrete output contact is not between P20 ~ P3F.

H’0006

P_GAIN_SET_ERR

It occurs when proportional constant is set lower than 0.

H’0007

I_TIME_SET_ERR

It occurs when integral time is set lower than 0.

H’0008

D_TIME_SET_ERR

It occurs when derivative time is set lower than 0.

H’0009

CONTROL_MODE_ERR

H’000A

H000B

H000C

H000D

Measures
It occurs when max. MV is set lower than min. MV. Make
sure to set max. MV larger than min. MV.
It occurs when max. PV is set lower min. Pv. Make sure to
set max. PV larger than min. PV.

It occurs when control mode is not P, PI, PD or PID.

It occurs when operation direction is changed during autotuning. Never attempt to change operation direction during
auto-tuning.
It occurs when period of operation is smaller than 100
PID_PERIOD_ERR
(10ms) at Auto-tuning or PID operation.
Make sure to set period of operation larger than 100.
In mixed operation, It occurs when the direction parameter
of forward operation set to reverse operation or the direction
HBD_WRONG_DIR
parameter of reverse operation set to forward operation.
Make sure set to appropriate direction each loop.
In mixed operation, it occurs when the Set value of each
HBD_SV_NOT_MATCH loop is not concurrent. Make sure set to Set value
concurrently.
<Table 7.37 : PID error codes>
TUNE_DIR_CHG_ERR
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7.6.2 Warning codes
Error
codes

Indications

H’0001

PV_MIN_MAX_ALM

H’0002
H’0003
H’0004
H’0005
H’0006

Measures
It occurs when the set PV is beyond the min./max. PV.

It occurs when PID operation cycle is too short. It is
desirable to set PID operation cycle longer than PLC scan
time.
It occurs when the PV change of PID cycle exceeds PV
PID_dPV_WARN
change limit.
It occurs when the PV cycle MV change exceeds MV
PID_dMV_WARN
change limit.
It occurs when the calculated MV of PID cycle exceeds the
PID_MV_MAX_WARN
max. MV.
It occurs when the calculated MV of PID cycle is smaller
PID_MV_MIN_WARN
than the min. MV
<Table 7.38 : PID warning codes>
PID_SCANTIME_ALM
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